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Eliminate Manual Time Keeping Processes. Integrate HighQ with WiseTime 
 

Already using WiseTime for your automated timekeeping? The HighQ integration 

for WiseTime utilizes Echo Sync (Echo) to further simpify users’ workload.  

 

Echo automatically runs in the background on a scheduled basis, syncing posted 

time entries related to each matter from WiseTime into the corresponding matter 

iSheet in HighQ.  

 

Additionally, Echo produces summary items in iSheets for each matter, user, or 

activity, saving users valuable time and effort processing their time and billing 

information.  

 

Echo is an API-based enterprise content and records synchronization product 

designed to automate processes, support internal and external collaboration, and 

help maintain content governance.  

 

Allows Users to Focus on Mission Critical Work, Not Administrative Tasks 

As users post time related to specific matters within WiseTime, color coding 

alerts them to the status of an item:   

 

Grey   = the sync is processing 

Green = the item is synced to HighQ

 

IT Control and Full Administrative Oversight  

IT admins can monitor all sync rules from within the Echo Management Studio. 

Configure email notifications for admins to receive metadata sync confirmations 

and error reports. Retain audit and history data with detailed reporting.

Echo is Now Available as a Hosted Solution 

SeeUnity offers secure Azure hosted locations in the US and Europe.  

 

Eliminate manual processes, 

double entry, and errors with  

a scheduled and automated sync 

Provide automated item 

summaries for each matter 

within HighQ  

Improve user efficiency and 

reduce workload 

 

 

Secure and configurable system 

integration 
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CONNECT TO ALL YOUR 
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

Complete list of our  
connectors here, including:

Amazon S3, Azure Storage, Box, eDOCS, 

HighQ, iManage, Legal Tracker, Litera,  

MS 365, NetDocuments, 3E, ...

Build in Efficiency – Integrate and Automate 

Once an item is posted and synced, a user cannot modify that entry.
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